
The Urantia Book, Part 4:  Science and Cosmology.



“The world is an amazing place.”

And the more we learn about the world, the more amazing it becomes.

Whether it’s sorting out how DNA really works, how mind relates to brain, or 
what mass and matter really are, our prize winning theories, our best 
philosophies, fall short and fail to explain what’s really going on.

Even today, Shakespeare's famous words still hit the spot:  there are “more 
things in heaven and on earth” than we can imagine.
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Or as scientists like to say, 

“The universe is not only stranger than we imagine, 

it’s stranger than we can imagine.“

So how do we go about discovering – and understanding – things we can’t even 
imagine?  
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Well, we can go a long way with Reason.  Think of all the once unimaginable 
things – about the subatomic world, about the mechanisms of material life – that 
our scientific method has revealed.

But what about those things we can’t measure, those things which reason can’t 
grasp, like “meaning”, and “value”?
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This is where Philosophy steps in, and takes us all the way to the “full philosophic 
limit”.  And this was Shakespeare’s point: that our science and philosophy define 
the frame within which our reason and wisdom can act.

So here we are, surrounded by mystery, tickled by numinous intuitions that take 
our breath away.

Of course, it’s these intuitions that stir adventurous souls… 

o   to “dare to launch”;  

o   to “think outside the box”, 

o   to envision “other and higher frames within which 

our reason and wisdom can engage.
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In paper 115, the UB puts it like this:

“Man must think in a mortal universe frame, but that does not mean that he 
cannot envision other and higher frames within which thought can take place.”

(1260.3, 115:1.2) “Conceptual frames”
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In part 1 (of this series) we looked at this idea of “a frame in which to think”;

how our frames expanded and evolved, 

and how a scientific materialism has driven us to where we are today.



So, are we there yet?  

Does this extraordinary map, of energy evolving in space, forced on by some 
“arrow of time”, capture the highlights of universe history?

Or in a few short years, will our children’s children look back at such beliefs, and 
wonder, “How could they have missed so much?”
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In parts 2 and 3 of this series we looked at the questions of what and why we 
are. 

But I promised I’d get back to this question of where.
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So in this final part, we turn to more “cosmological” questions.
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Previously, I said:

“the Urantia Book describes our place in a finite manifold, 
in a more than finite space.”

To a physicist, this involves a few extra dimensions of space,

and the “sequestering” of particles and forces.
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In this picture, our measureable spacetime becomes a low-dimensional 
manifold, upon which creation can evolve.
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Since about 1995, this sort of idea has become almost mainstream.  For 
example, in her 2005 Paper [*] “Relaxing to Three Dimensions”, physicist Lisa 
Randall sketched how such a scheme might work:  

Given some unqualified 10-dimensional potential, nature favours the 
eventuation of 7 and 3 dimensional sub-manifolds.

To put this in “Urantia Book” terms: 

o   from the potentials of an Unqualified Absolute, 

o   within an “absolutely ultimate” bestowal, 

o   “membranes of creation” can evolve.

[*] Lisa Randall, “Relaxing to Three Dimensions”, http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0506053
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In this scenario, our entire measurable manifold becomes a low dimension 
subspace with constant relative velocity, relative to an embedding absonite, 
absolutely ultimate space.

TODO: absonite toroidal respiration, moving 3d slice…

Hence “arrow of time”.

Hence relative constant velocity c for anything sequestered onto this 3-brane.

Of course, all this is hard enough to imagine, let alone to measure.

So let’s step back…
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… to where native science currently is, and ask the question:

Does the Urantia Book reveal anything that might help us to explain, or even to 
extend, these “standard models” 

- of particle physics, 

- and of cosmology, 

that native science has evolved?

Maybe.
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